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Orions have a well-earned reputation for finding advantages, and as a people they 
are skilled at assessing risks or evaluating odds. Somewhat arrogant by nature, 
their egocentricity makes them confident and proud of themselves and their 
skills. Officially, Orion systems are ruled by a single government that has long 
maintained neutrality in galactic politics. However, members of the species are 
infamous for their involvement in many criminal endeavours, including piracy, 
slavery, and the notorious Orion Syndicate. Materialism is the predominant 
force in Orion culture, driven by their principle philosophy that value given 
has to equal the value received. As a result of this philosophy, Orions are 
hedonistic, living as well as they can within their means and aiming to 
enjoy life as much as they can afford. They are driven to seize opportunities 
that lead to increased profit, comfort, or pleasure. While they value physical 
objects, Orions have little sentimentality: everything gained has to serve some 
purpose, whether for personal enrichment, the sake of one’s leader, or just 
simple revenge. Orion society is matriarchal, with the women controlling the 
male via pheromones.

EXAMPLE VALUE: You Cannot Get Something for Nothing

ATTRIBUTES: +1 Control,+1 Daring,+1 Presence

TRAIT: Orion. The copper-based blood chemistry of Orions is 
superficially similar to Vulcans, and they are physically stronger than 
many other humanoid races. Orions have a pronounced sexual 
dimorphism, with males being significantly larger and well muscled than 
most females. Orions are often considered highly physically desirable, 
owing to the species’ limited retention of body fat; female Orions are 
especially alluring due to their pheromones, which make them 
extraordinarily attractive to males of many humanoid species while also 
stimulating the subject’s adrenal gland. Conversely, females of other species 
typically experience headaches as a reaction to Orion pheromones. This is 
not universal: Denobulans have their sleep cycle interrupted by the 
pheromones while Vulcanoids are immune. 

TALENTS: The character receives access to the following talents:

ASSESS ODDS
REQUIREMENT: Orion, or Gamemaster’s Permission
You know when and where to apply your efforts for maximum payoff and how 
to best utilize your skills. Pick either Insight or Presence; when you attempt a 
Task using that Attribute and don’t have an applicable Focus, each die that rolls a 
“2” scores two successes.

POTENT PHEROMONES
REQUIREMENT: Female Orion, or Gamemaster’s Permission
While at Close range, when attempting a Task to negotiate, persuade, or seduce a 
humanoid creature physically attracted to you, you add a bonus d20 to the roll.

SUBSERVIENT
REQUIREMENT: Male Orion, or Gamemaster’s Permission
Used to supplicating yourself to a higher authority (typically a female Orion slave master) 
you will not willingly act against your superiors. Whenever you attempt a Task to resist 
being coerced into disobeying an order, betraying your allies, or otherwise acting against 
a directive, you reduce the Difficulty by 1.


